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Pyroelectrically generated very low dose ionizing
radiation enhances chemopreventive and
chemotherapeutic effects of Genistein isoflavone in
human prostate cancer cells
Abstract
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An estimated 233,000 American men will be diagnosed with new cases of prostate cancer
with 29,480 men expected to die from the disease in 2014. These statistics will regrettably
add to the burden of about 2,617,682 men currently living with the disease in the United
States. The development of resistance by cancer cells to radiation and chemotherapy has
limited the efficacy of the current therapeutic interventions, thereby informing the need
for a novel effective and safer alternative therapeutic regimen. In this study, we exploited
the role of low dose Hyperradiosensitivity (LD-HRS) in enhancing the chemopreventive
and chemotherapeutic effects of Genistein by pretreatment exposure to very low dose
ionizing radiation (VLDR, 20mGy/hr) using a Pyroelectrically generated X-ray source
(non-radioactive) in two human prostate cancer cell lines in vitro. The presence of HRS
was assessed using the MTT assay. Treatment-induced intracellular levels of ROS and
SOD were assessed using Nitro blue tetrazolium assay. Adaptive response mediated by
VLDR following delayed drug treatments was also investigated and found to be both
time-dependent and dose-dependent in LNCaP cell line. LNCaP cells were found to be
slightly more radiosensitive compared to PC3 cells after exposure to 20mGy/hr VLDR.
Both cell lines were found to induce some form of HRS. VLDR alone or in combination
with a low dose of Genistein (10µM) was found to proffer the highest treatment induced
chemoprevention by elevating the levels of cellular anti-oxidant enzymes (SOD). High
doses of Genistein increased intracellular levels of ROS and growth inhibition, thereby,
favoring the chemotherapeutic effects of Genistein. In all treatment groups, apoptosis
tends to be the most common mechanism of cell death. These findings indicate that chemo
enhancement by VLDR can be associated with modulation of the percentage cell survival
rate (CSR), apoptosis, HRS, and SOD or ROS levels in prostate cancer cells.
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moderate to severe long-term side effects from treatment-induced
cytotoxicity to normal tissues.4 These treatment-induced side effects
could result in advanced or metastatic form of the cancer, with
consequent fatalities.5 Development of resistance by cancer cells
to radiation- and chemo-therapy also limits the efficacy of these
therapeutic interventions.6 It would therefore be strategic to develop
novel alternative therapeutic regimens that are minimally cytotoxic to
normal tissues and effective against prostate cancer.7

Introduction
Prostate cancer remains the most common form of non-cutaneous
cancers and the second leading cause of cancer death in American
men, apart from lung cancer,1 thus accounting for 27% of all new
cases of cancer and 10% of estimated deaths. An estimated 233,000
men will be diagnosed with new cases of prostate cancer and an
estimated 29,480 deaths are expected in 2014.2 These statistics will
regrettably add to the burden of about 2,617,682 men currently living
with the disease in the United States.1

Many epidemiological and experimental studies have documented
the modulatory effects of dietary or phytochemical agents in the
carcinogenesis of prostate cancer.8‒11 Genistein Isoflavone (4’, 5’,
7’-trihydroxyisoflavone) is one of the most widely studied potent
phytochemical compounds that exhibit anti-cancer activities.7,12
Genistein is a dietary flavonoid (polyphenol) extracted from soy
in soybeans and can also be found in lentils as well as some fruits
and vegetables.13 This phytoestrogen has been reported to induce
cytotoxicity, inhibit cellular proliferation, and promote apoptotic cell
death in various cancer cells in vivo and in vitro.14,15

Conventional therapies for localized prostate cancer such as
radical prostatectomy, androgen deprivation therapy, chemotherapy
or radiotherapy are not always curative, with more than 20% of the
patients exhibiting biochemical recurrence after 10years,3 due to

The anti-cancer effects of Genistein has been demonstrated in
breast, lung, prostate, lymphoma, leukemia, and head and neck
cancers14‒23 via many mechanisms that include: inhibition of
topoisomerase I &amp; II,18 inhibition of telomerase activity,24
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inhibition of tyrosine kinase signaling pathway, inhibition of two cell
survival proteins; Akt and NF-kβ25 and two anti-apoptotic proteins;
Bcl-2 and Bcl-XL.20,26,23 The up regulation of the pro-apoptotic
proteins; Bax and Bad14,20,27,28 and a decrease in vascular epithelium
growth factor (VEGF) correlating with a reduction in angiogenesis7
has also been reported. At low concentrations, Genistein behaves as
an antioxidant and at high concentration, Genistein operates as a prooxidant. High concentrations of Genistein create an increase in ROS
production, which potentially leads to DNA damage and cell arrest at
the G2/M cell cycle phase.16,29
According to the BEIR VII report, low doses of radiation is
defined as radiation that does not exceed 100mSv (100mGy).30,31
Dual responses have been described in most mammalian cells when
exposed to low doses of ionizing radiation.32,33 The first response
prevents and repairs DNA damage which keeps cells viable and
functioning properly. The second response removes damaged cells by
inducing apoptosis, terminal differentiation, and immune responses,
thus eliminating mutated cells and reducing genomic instability in
exposed tissues.34,35
Unlike the high power sources of X-ray radiation-linear
accelerators and synchrotrons-used currently for radiotherapy,36
recent investigations have focused on the development of novel and
cheaper low power milli/micro/nano X-ray sources for low dose
irradiation.37,38 These technologies are developed with the intention of
utilizing the theories from physical phenomena such as pyroelectric,
piezoelectric, and triboelectric effects for compact high-voltage beam
acceleration and X-ray generation, sufficient enough to substitute
the traditional high power sources.39‒42 One of the newly developed
inventions in the field of nuclear physics is the pyroelectric X-ray
generator, which is based on the use of pyroelectric crystals to generate
X-ray radiations from a non-radioactive element. The technological
development of pyroelectric X-ray generators has enabled physicists
and radiologists to develop ultra-portable, low-power X-ray sources
useful in imaging, crystallography, material analysis, and other
applications.43‒44
The major goals of combined treatment protocols are to improve
the local control and prevention of distant micro metastases, which
may be floored by the intrinsic radio resistant and chemo resistant
properties of most solid tumors.45 Findings from some studies have
suggested that many cancer cells are sensitive to low doses or
fractionated doses of radiation, and that (very) low doses of radiation
can be used to enhance or potentiate the chemotherapeutic effect of
most drugs, while at the same time decreasing the development of
resistance by tumors.46 At low or very low doses of radiation, HRS
has been demonstrated to be responsible for the increased sensitivity
observed in these cells at doses less than 0.3Gy.47,48
Synergistic and/or additive combinations of phytochemical
compounds and low or very low doses of radiation offer favorable
outcomes, such as increasing the efficacy of therapeutic effects by
avoiding toxicity to normal cells, decreasing the dosage and preventing
development of chemo-resistance or radio-resistance.49 However
to take advantage of the benefits of LD-HRS in the clinical setting,
therapy would have to be extended over 7-12 weeks, allowing tumor
survival and repopulation that could abolish the gain attributable to
enhanced cell killing.50 Therefore, the need to develop an alternative
way to maximize this enhanced cell killing at low doses of radiation
would be through combination treatment modalities as demonstrated
in the present study.
The current study was therefore designed to explore and exploit
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the enhanced cell killing and/or growth inhibition with a combination
of Genistein Isoflavone and low doses of radiation in the form of
HRS. The study investigated the potential benefits of Genistein
potentiation or enhancement by very low dose radiation (VLDR)
pre-treatment exposures. The roles of low dose Hyperradiosensitivity
(LD-HRS), reactive oxygen species (ROS) modulation and induction
of adaptive responses in determining cellular response and mode of
cell killing were also investigated. Our findings demonstrate that
potential chemotherapeutic/chemopreventive enhancement by VLDR
may be associated with the intrinsic radiosensitivity of individual cell
lines rather than the HRS phenomenon alone. The study also indicates
that the mode of cell killing in low dose exposure to radiation and
Genistein combination may be by growth inhibition and/or apoptosis.
Evidently, this combination treatment modality could be of clinical
importance; and therefore justifies further in-depth studies.

Materials and methods
Reagents and phytochemical
Genistein (4’, 5’ 7- trihydroisoflavone) (Indoline Chemical
Co., Summerville, NJ, U.S.A.) was dissolved in DMSO
(DimethylSulfoxide) obtain a 100μM stock solution. The final
concentration of solvent did not exceed 0.5%. Previous studies
showed that up to 1% DMSO solvent in the final sample did not alter
the assay result.12 Stock solution was further diluted with RPMI-media
to produce aliquots in concentrations of 0, 10, 20, 30, 50 and 70µM
(G0-G70) based on previous studies.7 They were frozen and stored at
-37°C until needed.

Cell cultures and culture conditions
Cell lines were incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 24-96hours
depending on individual cell doubling time. Both human prostate
cancer cell lines (LNCaP and PC3) were obtained from the American
Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). All the cell lines were
grown in RPMI 1640 containing 15mM HEPES and maintained as
monolayers in 25m2 tissue culture flasks (Sigma Scientific, St. Louis,
MO, USA). They were supplemented with 100U/ml penicillin, 100µg/
ml streptomycin, 10% fetal bovine serum, and 100μg/ml L-glutamine
(Sigma Scientific, St. Louis, MO, USA).

In vitro pyroelectric X-ray irradiation
Each prostate cancer cell line was maintained as a monolayer in
25cm2 plastic flasks following initial culture to 70-80% confluence,
and were thereafter seeded (1×104 cells per well) in micro plates. All
irradiations were performed using a miniaturized portable pyroelectric
X-ray generator (Cool X, AMPTEK INC, Bedford, MA) based on
the principle of Pyroelectricity. The generator utilizes a pyroelectric
crystal to generate energetic electrons that produce X-rays in the
target material (Cu), when crystal is thermally cycled (without the
use of radioisotopes or high power X-ray tubes). It is thermally cycled
between 2 to 5minutes, and hence, does not produce a constant flux
of X-rays. Cells were irradiated with exposure to single doses of very
low dose ionizing radiation (VLDR) at 20mGy/hour (i.e. 0.3mGy/min
dose rate) low LET X-ray radiation. The X-ray generator operates
at 35kV. A customized X-ray proof Lead Box was designed for this
purpose. Geiger counter (SPETECH, USA) was used to monitor
ionizing radiation risk in the lab and in the X-ray box. In order to
maintain, a suitable humidified atmosphere within the box (5%
CO2 and 37°C), the X-ray box was padded with BD GasPakTM EZ
Anaerobe Container system with indicator maintained at 37°C and
5% CO2 within the box.
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MTT assay
To determine the anti-proliferative or growth inhibitory effects
of VLDR and/or Genistein treatments on each prostate cancer cell
line, MTT assay was used. MTT (3-4, 5-dimethylthiazolyl-2-2,
5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) is a tetrazolium dye used to determine
percentage cell survival rate (% CSR) or differential growth inhibition
rate (DGIR), which is equivalent to HRS in this study. The MTT
dye detects metabolic activity through preferential conversion of
viable cells into purple colored formazan. The enzyme mitochondria
dehydrogenase is only present in the active mitochondria of living cells,
and is responsible for cleaving the tetrazolium substrate into insoluble
formazan. The color intensity generated is directly proportional to
the number of viable (metabolically active cells) and quantitatively
determined by optical absorbance from individual wells.
Briefly, LNCaP and PC3 cells were plated onto 96 well plate each
at a density of 1×104 cells per well. They were primed with single
doses of 20mGy/hour ionizing radiation (VLDR) from a pyroelectric
X-ray generator and then incubated with graded doses of Genistein
(Gn0-70) for 24hours. Cells were treated with Genistein, 4hours after
irradiation for most experiments. 100µL of MTT (2.5 mg/ml in PBSphosphate buffered saline) (Sigma Scientific Chemical Co., St Louis,
MO, USA) solution was added to each well and incubated for 4hours at
37°C and 5% CO2 to allow for the reduction of MTT into formazan by
viable cells. The insoluble formazan crystals formed were solubilized
or lysed to release the formazan product by adding 100μL of lysing
solution (DMSO) to each pellet. Cells from each well were harvested
(by vigorous aspiration with the micropipette), transferred to a labeled
micro centrifuge tube and centrifuged for 10minutes at 5000rpm. Any
unincorporated MTT dye was removed by discarding the supernatant.
The contents of each tube were transferred into different wells of a 96well micro titer plate. The absorbance values were measured at 490nm
with an automated micro plate reader (BioTek, Vermont, USA). The
relative population of live cells could therefore be determined based
on the optical absorbance (optical density, OD) of the sample. The
values of the blank wells were subtracted from each well of treated
and control cells; and the mean percentage of post-treatment viable
cells relative to the controls was calculated as shown:
=
% Cell Survival Rate
(CSR )

( AT − AB ) × 100
( AC − AB )

Where AC is the absorbance of the control (mean value), AT is the
absorbance of the treated cells (mean value), and AB is the absorbance
of the blank (mean value).
Genistein enhancement ratio (GER) by very low dose radiation
was calculated using the following formula based on percentage cell
survival rate (%CSR);
GER =

%CSR ( Gn )


 20mGy 
%CSR  VLDR 
 + Gn 
 hr 



Treatment-induced differential growth inhibition rate (DGIR)
between the single and combination treatments with Genistein alone
and Genistein with VLDR was calculated also using the formula
based on difference in % CSR.DGIR is equivalent to the HRS.


 20mGy 
DGIR ( HRS ) =−
%CSR ( Gn ) %CSR  VLDR 
 + Gn 
hr




For histomorphological studies, the various cells were treated as
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described, and micro photographed directly under inverted microscope
using a digital camera (Nikon: Coolpix VR & ISO 2000, Japan).

Evaluation of adaptive response (AR) phenomenon in
LNCaP cell line
To test for treatment-induced adaptive response in LNCaP cells;
the same procedure was followed as described above, but in this
experiment, intervals of 4hours and 24hours were created between
exposure to VLDR and treatment with graded concentrations or doses
of Genistein (Gn0-70) and thereafter incubated for 24hours at 37°C and
5% CO2. The percentage cell survival rates (% CSRs) were calculated
relative to the controls to determine the HRS, which was each (y-axis)
plotted against the graded concentrations of the drug (along x-axis).
Differential growth inhibition rate (related to adaptive response)
(DGIR) by very low dose radiation (VLDR) at 4hrs and 24hrs drug
treatment intervals was calculated using the following formula based
on percentage cell survival rate (% CSR);




 20mGy 
 20mGy 
DGIR=
%CSR  VLDR 
AR ( HRS AR )
 + Gn  ^ 4hrs − %CSR  VLDR 
 + Gn  ^ 24hrs
 hr 
 hr 





Genistein enhancement ratio (related to adaptive response)
(GERAR) by very low dose radiation (VLDR) at 4hrs and 24hrs drug
treatment intervals was calculated using the following formula based
on percentage cell survival rate (% CSR);

GERAR



 20mGy 
%CSR  VLDR 
 + Gn  ^ 4hrs
hr




=


 20mGy 
%CSR  VLDR 
 + Gn  ^ 24hrs
 hr 



Adaptive response ratio (ARR) by very low dose radiation (VLDR)
at 4hrs and 24hrs drug treatments intervals was calculated using the
following formula based on percentage cell survival rate (% CSR);


 20mGy 
%CSR  VLDR 
 + Gn  ^ 24hrs
 hr 


ARR =


 20mGy 
%CSR  VLDR 
 + Gn  ^ 4hrs
hr





Nitro blue tetrazolium-reactive oxygen species assay
Cells have a variety of defense mechanisms to ameliorate the
harmful effects of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Superoxide
dismutase (SOD) catalyzes the dismutation of the superoxide radical
(O2-) into hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and elemental oxygen (O2), while
the catalase and peroxidases convert H2O2 to water and as such is one
of the most important antioxidative enzymes that provides important
defense against the toxicity of the superoxide radicals.51,52 In this
assay, superoxide ions (O2-) and/or hydrogen peroxides generated by
X-rays and/or graded Genistein treatments reduce or convert NBT to
NBT diformazan. SOD reduces the superoxide ion concentration and
thereby lowers the rate of NBT-diformazan formation. The extent of
reduction in the appearance of NBT diformazan is a measure of SOD
activity present in the cancer cells. Since the absorbance at 490nm is
proportional to the amount of superoxide anion (ROS) formed, the
SOD enzyme as an inhibition activity can be quantified by measuring
the decrease in the absorbance at 490nm, whereas an increase in
absorbance (optical density) reflects an elevated level of intracellular
ROS produced by the cancer cells.
Briefly, LNCaP cells were seeded at 1×104 cells per well in 96well micro plates and allowed to attach for 24 hours at 37°C and 5%
CO2. Relevant plates were treated as discussed previously. NBT (1mg/
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mL) in HBSS medium was added to the wells 24hours after treatment,
and incubated for 4hours at 37°C in the dark. Following incubation,
cells were trypsinized and counted. Finally, samples were diluted to
equal cell quantities in PBS buffer and centrifuged. Pellets collected
were washed three times in DMSO, to lyse the cell membrane and
the supernatant was collected. SOD/ROS production levels were
quantified using an absorbance micro plate reader at 490nm. The
results were expressed as relative percentage of SOD or ROS (SOD
inhibition), normalized to unirradiated or untreated controls. Error bars
represent standard deviation (SD) for three independent experiments.

Cell death detection assay
Acridine orange/Ethidium bromide fluorescence assay: The
Acridine orange/Ethidium bromide fluorescence assay was used to
differentiate between viable, apoptotic and necrotic cells. The two
dyes function simultaneously to emit different fluorescent spectra.
Acridine orange permeates both viable and non-viable cells, causing
the nuclei to emit green fluorescence. The assay becomes differential
with the use of Ethidium bromide, since absorption is based on the
lack of cell membrane integrity; thus it selectively stains the nuclei
of dead (non-viable) cells to produce red fluorescence. Cells that emit
orange/brown colored fluorescence are indicative of apoptosis, while
necrotic cells emit red fluorescence.
Briefly, Ethidium bromide (25μl) and Acridine orange (75μl)
reagents were combined in a cocktail; of which 1μL was added to
25μl cell suspension, previously washed (to remove phytochemical
treatment and background artifacts) and resuspended in PBS buffer
(25μl). This was thereafter incubated at room temperature in a dark
cabinet for 2 minutes. Next, 10μl of cocktail was transferred onto
a microscope slide, covered with a cover slip and analyzed under a
fluorescent microscope with a band-pass filter. Detection of apoptosis
was based on morphological and fluorescent characteristics of stained
cells. Viable cells were indicated by bright green color, apoptotic
cells by yellow/orange/brown, and necrotic cells by red. Cell death
was quantified by counting a minimum of 50 cells in various fields
per slide. For each relevant treatment regimen, fluorescence micro
photographed pictures were taken directly from under the fluorescence
microscope using a digital camera (Nikon: Coolpix VR & ISO 2000,
Japan).

Statistical analysis
Data were expressed as means±standard deviation (SD) from
two different triplicate experiments to confirm similar result. The
significance of the statistical difference in the means differences
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between various experimental and control groups was determined
using student’s t-test and one way ANOVA. P value of ≤0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

Results
HRS phenomenon is present in both PC3 and LNCaP
cell lines
In order to investigate the presence of HRS and growth inhibition
due to single doses of VLDR (20mGy/hr) in both the hormone
dependent (AR+, P53+) LNCaP cell line and hormone independent
(AR-, P53-) PC3 cell line; cells were irradiated with a single dose
of VLDR (20mGy/hr) from a pyroelectric X-ray source and the
percentage cell survival rate (CSR) or cell viability was determined by
MTT assay. (Figure 1) showed that both cell lines have some degree
of HRS after exposure to VLDR. PC3 cells were found to be more
radio resistant (lower HRS) to VLDR compared to LNCaP cells. A
significant difference (P<0.05, HRS: 9.69%) in DGIR was observed,
with LNCaP cells (CSR: 77.63%, HRSLNCaP: 22.37%) found to be
more sensitive to VLDR compared to PC3 cells (CSR: 87.32%; HRSPC3:
12.68%).

Figure 1 % CSR was assessed by MTT assay in Lncap and pc3 cell lines
following exposure to single doses of vldr at 20mgy/hr that was pyro
electrically generated as previously described in the materials and methods.
The radio sensitivity of each cell line relative to the control (unirradiated cells)
is indicated by the red and blue bars respectively. The cell survival rates (%)
or cell viability represent the hyper radio sensitivity (hrs) in each cell line at
the exposed dose of radiation (20mgy/hr) relative to the control. significant
difference (p<0.05, hrs/CSR: 9.69%) in individual hrs was observed, with the
Lncap cells (CSR: 77.63%, hrs: 22.37%) more sensitive to the VLDR compared
to the pc3 cells (CSR: 87.32%; hrs: 12.68%). Data points represent the means
± standard deviation (SD) of three independent experiments performed in
triplicate. Bar = SD.

Table 1 The DGIR (or HRS) and GER were also derived from % CSR values from different treatment (concentration) groups
CONC
(µM)
0
10
20
30
50
70

Genistein
(Gn) Alone
(% CSR)
100
92.17
74.03
64.15
51.61
40.85

VLDR+ Gn
Combination
(% CSR)
100
81.81
68.2
56.76
42.35
31.35

Differential Growth
Inhibition Rate (%
DGIR) or (LD-HRS)
0
10.36
5.83
7.39
9.27
9.5

DGIR (HRS)
Ranking

Genistein Enhancement Ratio by
VLDR (GER)

GER
Ranking

N
1
5
4
3
2

1
1.13
1.09
1.13
1.22
1.3

N
3
5
3
2
1

The DGIR shows the % change in growth inhibition between the single and combined treatment, while GER gives the ratio of single to combined treatment to assess
the enhancing potential of VLDR in Lncap cells.The ranking allows for easy assessment of dose-response based on position (increased effects). N (rank) = control
%CSR, percentage cell survival rate; DIGR, differential growth inhibition rates; HRS, hyperradiosensitivity; GER, Genistein enhancement ratio; Gn, Genistein
concentration;VLDR, very low dose radiation
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Table 2 The DGIR (HRS) and GER were also derived from % CSR values from different treatment (concentration) groups
CONC
(µM)

Genistein
(Gn) Alone
(% CSR)

VLDR+ Gn
Combination
(% CSR)

Differential Growth
Inhibition Rate (%
DGIR) or (LD-HRS)

DGIR (HRS)
Ranking

Genistein Enhancement Ratio by
VLDR (GER)

GER
Ranking

0

100

100

0

N

1

N

10

92.17

81.81

10.36

1

1.13

3

20

74.03

68.2

5.83

5

1.09

5

30

64.15

56.76

7.39

4

1.13

3

50

51.61

42.35

9.27

3

1.22

2

70

40.85

31.35

9.5

2

1.3

1

The DGIR (HRS) shows the % change in growth inhibition between the single and combined treatment, while GER gives the ratio of single to combined
treatment to assess the enhancing potential of VLDR in pc3 prostate cancer cells. The ranking allows for easy assessment of dose-response based on hrs and
GER. n (rank) = control.
%CSR, percentage cell survival rate; DIGR, differential growth inhibition rates; HRS, hyperradiosensitivity; GER, Genistein enhancement tatio; Gn, Genistein
concentration;VLDR, very low dose radiation.
Table 3 The ARR, DGIRAR and GERAR were all derived from % CSR all treated groups
CONC
(µM)

VLDR+Gn
@4hr (% CSR)

VLDR+Gn
@24hrs (% CSR)

DGIRAR
(HRSAR)

DGIRAR
Ranking

GERAR

GERAR Ranking

ARR

ARR Ranking

0

100

100

0

N

1

N

1

N

10

81.81

82.72

-0.91

1

0.99

1

1.01

5

20

68.2

71.5

-3.3

2

0.95

2

1.05

4

30

56.76

65.37

-8.61

3

0.87

3

1.15

3

50

42.35

57.89

-15.54

5

0.73

4

1.37

2

70

31.35

44.88

-13.53

4

0.7

5

1.43

1

The ARR increased dose dependently while GERAR decreased dose dependently. DGIRAR was also observed to decrease dose dependently. GERAR and ARR were
observed to be inversely proportional to one another. The ranking allows for easy assessment of dose-response concentrations. N (Rank) = Control.
%CSR, percentage cell survival rate; DGIRAR, differential growth inhibition rates (with respect to adaptive response); HRSAR, hyperradiosensitivity (with respect
to adaptive response); GERAR, Genistein enhancement ratio (with respect to adaptive response); Gn, Genistein concentration; VLDR, very low dose radiation
(20mgy/Hr).

VLDR enhanced the effects of Genistein in both
prostate cancer cell lines
The Genistein-enhancing effects of single doses of VLDR were
analyzed by MTT assay (Table 1 and 2) (Figure 1 and 2A-2D). When
LNCaP cells and PC3 cells were exposed to Genistein alone, there
were significant reductions (LNCaP: R2= 0.9924, P<0.05) (PC3:
R2= 0.9552, P<0.05) in the % CSR in a dose dependent manner.
Significant decrease (P<0.05) in %CSR were observed across the
various treatment doses, as indicated by the red color bars in (Figure
2A and 2B), when cells were primed with VLDR (20mGy/hr) prior
to Genistein treatment compared to when not primed. The chemopotentiating effect as seen in (Table 1 and 2), were dose-dependent
and varied among different concentration in the two cell lines. The
GER was highest in PC3 cells (70µM) at 1.33 and in LNCaP cells
(70µM) at 1.30. Relative disparity in % CSR between PC3 and LNCaP
cells were shown by the green and red bars in (Figure 2C and 2D).
Dose-dependent significant variations (P<0.05) in %CSR in both cell
lines (LNCaP and PC3) were observed after 24hours of incubation
with graded doses of Genistein Isoflavone (Gn0-70). At 20µM, LNCaP
cells appear to be more chemo-sensitive to Genistein treatment
compared to PC3 cells, whereas at 70µM, the reverse occurred. Also
significant difference (P<0.05) in dose responses at 10-30µM and
70µM between both cell lines LNCaP and PC3 were observed when
cells were initially primed with VLDR prior to Genistein treatment.
The results showed that as predicted, the continuous incubation of the

cells with Genistein for 24hours decreased % CSR with increasing
concentration. Indicating that VLDR chemo-enhanced the effects of
Genistein in both cell line types.

Figure 2a The % Cell Survival Rate (CSR; y-axis) was plotted against the
various doses of genistein (x-axis). The relative difference in cell survival rate
curves when lncap were treated with graded doses of genistein isoflavone
(gn0-70) alone compared to when pretreatment 0-4 hours with vldr (20mgy/
hr) prior to genistein treatment in lncap cells are shown. Dose-dependent
significant decrease (p<0.05) in % csr was observed. This also correlated with
the DGIR or hrs values in Table 1.This significant difference (p<0.05) was seen
across the various treatment doses (shown by the green bars) when cells
were primed with vldr compared to when not primed. Data points represent
the means ± standard deviation of three independent experiments performed
in triplicate. Bar = SD.
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Apoptosis is involved in VLDR-induced chemo
enhancement of Genistein in LNCaP cell line

Figure 2b The % Cell survival rate (CSR; y-axis) was plotted against the
various doses of genistein (x-axis). The relative difference in cell survival rate
curves when PC3 were treated with graded doses of genistein Isoflavone
(Gn0-70) alone compared to when pretreatment 0-4 hours with VLDR
(20mGy/hr) prior to genistein treatment in PC3 cells are shown. Dosedependent significant decrease (P<0.05) in % CSR was observed. This also
correlated with the DGIR or HRS values in Table 1. This significant difference
(P<0.05) was seen across the various treatment doses (shown by the green
bars) when cells were primed with VLDR compared to when not primed.
Data points represent the means ± standard deviation of three independent
experiments performed in triplicate. Bar = SD.

Figure 2c Relative disparity in % CSR curves between PC3 and LNCaP cells
(shown by the green and red bars) are shown. Dose-dependent significant
variations (P<0.05) in %CSR in both cell lines (LNCaP and PC3) were observed
after 24 hours of incubation with graded doses of genistein Isoflavone (Gn070). At 20µM, LNCaP cells appear to be more chemo sensitive to genistein
treatment compared to PC3 cells, whereas at 70µM, the reverse occurred.
Data points represent the means ± standard deviation of three independent
experiments performed in triplicate. Bar = SD.

Treated cells showed dose-dependent degree of cellular
cytotoxicity after 24hours incubation (Figure 3). Treated LNCaP
cells were observed to be showing series of morphological features
(Figure 3C and 3D), such as shrinkage of the cells, nuclear and
cytoplasmic condensations, and fragmentation into membrane-bound
apoptotic bodies, which are typical hallmarks of apoptotic cell death.
Micrograph (Figure 3D) demonstrated that as predicted, a higher
percentage of LNCaP cells were undergoing cell death via apoptosis
when both treatment modalities were combined compared to when a
single treatment with VLDR (Figure 3C) was instituted.

Figure 3 Histomicrographs (100x) in LNCaP cells treated with or without
VLDR and / or genistein. (A) LNCaP cells in showing cell morphology at day
0 of incubation. (B) LNCaP cells after 72 hours incubation prior to treatment
with VLDR and/or genistein (Gn0-70) showing >70% confluence. (C) LNCaP
cells showing varying degrees of growth inhibition and cell death, early phase
apoptosis (blue arrow) and late phase apoptosis (red arrow) 24 hours after
exposure to 20mGy/hr (VLDR). (D) LNCaP cells in culture, showing large
numbers of late stage apoptotic cells (red arrows) and apoptotic bodies (white
arrow) 48 hours after pre exposure to VLDR and treatment 50µM of genistein.

To confirm that apoptosis was induced by VLDR and/or Genistein
at concentrations of 10µM and 50µM. LNCaP cells were analyzed
in the presence of Acridine orange/Ethidium bromide staining (AO/
EB staining). As a control, LNCaP cells were cultured in RPMI 1640
growth media and stained with AO/EB. VLDR and /or Genistein at all
concentrations induced apoptosis after 24hours of incubation (Figure
4). Cells that stained green represent viable cells, whereas yellow
stained cells represent early apoptotic cells, and reddish or orange
stained cells represent late apoptotic cells. LNCaP cells primed with
VLDR and treated with 10µM of Genistein showed changes in cellular
morphology, including chromatin condensation, membrane blebbing,
and fragmented nuclei (Figure 4B). Similar features were observed in
LNCaP cells treated with “VLDR+Gn (50µM)”, but with additional
features of late stage apoptotic activity with apoptotic bodies. AO/
EB staining revealed that the morphologic features of apoptotic
LNCaP cells were dose-dependent. Similar finding was found for
PC3 and even more marked (micrograph not included). At 24hours
post treatment, early stage apoptosis appears to be the most dominant
cell death in both groups, however few late stage apoptotic cells were
observed at “VLDR+Gn (50µM)” (Figure 4).

Time- and dose-dependent induction of adaptive
response in VLDR and Genistein treated LNCaP cells

Figure 2d Relative variations in the cell survival rate curves following priming
with single doses of VLDR (20mGy/hour) and subsequent treatment with
genistein in LNCaP and PC3 are shown. Significant difference (P<0.05) in
dose responses at 10-30µM and 70µM between both cell lines LNCaP and
PC3 were observed. The dose-dependent difference in treatment-induced
cytotoxicity across concentrations of drug is represented by the green and
red bars. Data points represent the means ± standard deviation of three
independent experiments performed in triplicate. Bar = SD.

In order to investigate if adaptive response is dose and/or timedependent, we delayed treatment with Genistein for 4 and 24hours
post exposure to single doses of VLDR at 20mGy/hr. MTT was used
to assess the % CSR, GERAR, DGIRAR or HRSAR, and ARR. After
24hours, adaptive response was observed, which appear to be dose
and time dependent (Table 3). When delayed for 24hours more cells
survived compared to when treatment was delayed for just 4hours
with graded doses of Genistein. At low doses, adaptive response was
minimal whereas at higher doses the adaptive response was more
pronounced. The HRSAR and GERAR were observed to decline with
increasing concentrations, while the % CSR and ARR increased
across concentration dose-dependently.
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Figure 4 Morphological observation of cell death type with acridine
orange/ethidium bromide (AO/EB) staining. LNCaP cells (A) were untreated
(Control), (B) were exposed to single dose of VLDR (20mGy/hr) with
genistein (10µM), (C) were exposed to high dose concentration of genistein
(50µM). Micrographs were taken after incubation for 24 hours post-treatment.
Red arrow indicates viable cells; blue arrow indicates early apoptotic cells;
white arrow indicates late apoptotic cells. Each experiment was performed
in triplicate (n = 3) and generated similar morphologic features. Magnification:
200x (4A), 100x (4B & 4C).

Figure 5 VLDR induced adaptive response due to delayed (24hrs)
phototherapeutic treatments after exposure to single doses of VLDR (20mGy/
hr) was assessed in LNCaP cell line by MTT assay.A dose dependent significant
increase (P<0.05) in adaptive response to genistein treatment was observed
(shown by the red bars representative of % DGIR in Figure 5A).
5A showed a significant dose dependent increase (P<0.05) in cell survival rate
(%) due to ability of VLDR to induce adaptive response in the LNCaP cells
against the increased cytotoxicity effect of genistein at high doses with 24
treatment intervals. Treatment with low dose of genistein (10µM) at 24hours
interval produces negligible significant adaptive response (P>0.05).
5B is showing the disparity between dose dependent treatment-induced
responses with Gn alone, ‘VLDR + Gn’ (at 4 hours intervals) and ‘VLDR + Gn’
(at 24 hours intervals). Data points represent the mean ± standard deviation
(SD) of three independent experiments performed in triplicate.

A dose dependent significant increase (P<0.05) in adaptive
response ratio (ARR) to post-irradiation Genistein treatment was
observed (shown by the differences in the height of the red bars in
(Figure 5A). It showed a significant dose dependent increase (P<0.05)
in cell survival rate (%) due to ability of VLDR to induce adaptive
response in the LNCaP cells against the high cytotoxic damaging
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effects of Genistein at high doses, when delayed for up to 24hours
post irradiation. When cells were subsequently treated with a lower
dose of Genistein (10µM), no significant adaptive response (P>0.05)
was observed following 24hour delay post irradiation. (Figure 5B)
is showing the disparity between adaptive response when cells
were treated with Genistein alone, “VLDR+Gn” at 4hours interval
and “VLDR+Gn” at 24hours interval. Data points represent the
mean±standard deviation (SD) of three independent experiments in
triplicate.

Figure 6 Intracellular levels of ROS (%) were analyzed using Nitroblue
tetrazolium (NBT)-ROS assay as described in the materials and methods.
When compared with the control group, all treatment regimens had elevated
levels of ROS, except at low dose of genistein (10µM) or VLDR alone, in which
a significant drop (P<0.05) in levels of ROS (-4.06% and -14.55% respectively)
were observed. By combining VLDR with low dose genistein (10µM), a marked
drop in the levels of ROS was observed (-11.94%). Significant dose dependent
increase in the levels of ROS (superoxide ions) was observed in the combined
treatments, but not as high as when treated alone with genistein (Figure
6A). Intracellular % SOD levels were analyzed as described in the materials
and methods. The % SOD level was significantly higher (P<0.05) with VLDR
(+14.55%, when normalized) and also with low dose (10µM) of genistein
(+4.06%). By combining VLDR with low dose genistein (10µM), a marked
increase (P<0.05) in the SOD level was observed (+11.94%), higher than the
control and treatment with Genistein alone (Figure 6B). Data points represent
the mean ± Standard Deviation (SD) of three independent experiments
performed in triplicate.

These results indicate that when combining these two therapies,
time interval between treatments is very important as too much
delay could lead to a higher adaptive response which could forfeit
the therapeutic intentions of this protocol. We suggest that following
VLDR exposure cancer cells should be treated with drugs between
0-4hours to maximize the HRS phenomenon. On the other hand, the
adaptive response could also help protect the normal cells from the
cytotoxic effect of high dose Genistein Isoflavone.

VLDR and/or Genistein modulates the intracellular
levels of ROS and SOD in LNCaP cells
Intracellular % ROS levels were analyzed using Nitro blue
Tetrazolium (NBT)-ROS assay based on the principle of SOD
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inhibition. NBT reduction is used as an indicator of superoxide ion
(free radical) production. When compared with the control group,
all treatment regimens had elevated ROS levels except at low dose
of Genistein (10µM) and VLDR alone, in which a significant drop
(P<0.05) in ROS levels (-4.06% and -14.55% respectively) were
observed. By combining VLDR with low dose Genistein (10µM), a
marked drop in the ROS level was observed (-11.94%). Significant
dose dependent increase in the ROS (Superoxide radicals) levels
was also observed in the combined treatment, but not as high as with
Genistein alone (Figure 6A).
Intracellular % SOD levels were also analyzed as described in the
materials and methods. The obtained results indicated that decrease in
levels of % SOD correlated with increase in the doses administered;
implying that decrease in intracellular SOD for Genistein is dosedependent. Compared with the control group, all treatment regimens
had dose dependent reduced levels of SOD due to Genistein-induced
increase in superoxide production at high doses. The % SOD level
was significantly higher (P<0.05) with VLDR (+14.55%, when
normalized) and also with low dose (10µM) of Genistein (+4.06%).
By combining VLDR with low dose Genistein (10µM), a marked
increase (P<0.05) in the SOD level was observed (+11.94%), higher
than the control and treatment with Genistein alone (Figure 6B).

Figure 7 Correlation graphs of % Cell survival rate (CSR) relative to SOD
and ROS in LNCaP cells were plotted. Covariance of CSR and ROS level
shows negative correlation between the two parameters ((VLDR+ Gn: y =
-1.5072x + 2.1796; R²=0.6048) (Gn alone: y = -2.18x + 3.0335; R² = 0.8385),
while covariance of CSR and SOD show positive correlation ((VLDR+Gn: y=
0.0151x + 0.6724; R² = 0.6048) (Gn alone: y=0.0218x+0.8535; R²=0.8385)).
The line of best fit for each treatment protocol of VLDR and genistein
combined and genistein only was drawn to determine the correlation.

Correlation graphs were constructed to determine the relationship
between % CSR and ROS or SOD (Figure 7A and 7B) in treated
LNCaP cell line. Covariance of CSR and ROS levels showed negative
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correlation (VLDR+Gn: R2 = 0.8385; Gn alone: R2 = 0.6048), while
covariance of CSR and SOD levels showed positive correlation
between both parameters (VLDR+Gn: R2 = 0.8385; Gn alone: R2 =
0.6048). The line of best fit for each treatment protocol was drawn to
determine their correlation.

Discussion
MTT assay has been used by many investigators to measure
chemo sensitivity in human tumor cell lines.12,18 Its use in
investigating the response of cells to ionizing radiation has received
fewer considerations. This is because clonogenic assay is the most
reliable and best choice for most investigators to assess traditionally
radiation cell survival rate.53 However, clonogenic assays have some
limitations, which include; long days for colonies formation, making
it inapplicable when rapid assessment of cell survival rate is needed;
and also, inaccessibility to acute response to high doses and/or very
low doses of radiation. Furthermore, clonogenic assay cannot be
used for non-colony forming cells. MTT assay has been validated
as an alternative to the clonogenic assay, to assess the response of
prostate cancer cells, to very low doses of radiation and combination
treatments.54,55 Our results demonstrate that single doses of very low
radiation are potent chemo enhancers or chemo sensitizers of Genistein
Isoflavone in human prostate cancer cells; evidence indicating that
mechanisms involved in modulation of cellular oxidative stress
may play certain roles in increasing radio sensitization (HRS) and
chemo sensitization of prostate cancer cell lines by VLDR. Cancer
cells are known to produce high levels of ROS and survive under
physiologic oxidative stress.56 For these cancer cells to survive, they
must maintain a balanced redox signals for cellular proliferation.57
However, any pathologic change in the redox signaling system, such
as overproduction or underproduction of ROS beyond the physiologic
state may results in a significant increase in pathologic oxidative
stress, which leads to growth inhibition and/or cell death.56,58 Prostate
cancer is known to be an age dependent disease that can be caused by
increased oxidative stress in older men.59
An emerging chemopreventive approach, involving the adequate
intake of dietary constituents, including phytochemical to reverse
or inhibit the process of carcinogenesis,11,60,61 have shown great
potential in preventing the occurrence of cancer and other chronic
diseases that result from oxidative stress induced by free radicals.8,9,62
Interestingly, some studies have indicated that about 30% of US
men between the ages of 20 and 40years have microscopic sized
cancers in their prostate.63,64 Thus, chemopreventive interventions
with combination therapies-drugs, diets or low dose radiation that slow
down or inhibit the growth and progression of these small tumors are
potentially very effective in reducing the burden of prostate cancers,
particularly if these treatments also prevent the de novo development
of new prostatic malignancies.65 Like most flavonoid, Genistein is
known to exhibit dual redox activity at different treatment conditions.
Genistein have been demonstrated in prostate cancer cells to have
anti-cancer activities in both low and high dose concentrations against
both androgen-dependent (LNCaP) and androgen-independent (PC3)
human prostate carcinoma cell lines.7,12,18 More studies revealed that
Genistein can also prevent lipid peroxidation in cell-free and cellular
systems.16,66
At high or low dose concentrations, they are known to exhibit prooxidant and antioxidant activities respectively). Both mechanisms
have been indicated to increase the antitumor activity of Genistein
7,67
. In the current study, at low concentration (10µM) of Genistein,
we observed reductions in the intracellular ROS generation and
increase in SOD, whereas at high concentrations (>50µM) of
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Genistein treatments, an increase in ROS production was observed.
Interestingly, this is consistent with most published reports on anticancer properties of Genistein and other polyphenolic phytochemical
compounds in modulating ROS production and activity.7,16,68 When
cells were primed with single doses of very low radiation (VLDR),
especially after treatment with Genistein at lower doses, a further
statistical significant decrease (P<0.05) in the intracellular ROS level
was observed after 24hours incubation post-treatment. VLDR alone
was also found to induce a marked significant decrease (P<0.05) in the
ROS level and cause the significant increase (P<0.05) in antioxidant
enzymes such as superoxide dismutase (SOD). Hence, VLDR and/or
low doses of Genistein possibly activate chemopreventive activities
in prostate cancer cells by enhancing the antioxidant enzyme systems.
Hyper-radio sensitivity (HRS) describes the extreme sensitivity of
cells to low doses of low-linear energy transfer (low-LET) radiation.
This phenomenon can be attributed to apoptosis or growth inhibition
after dose-dependent damage detection processes and the transition
of low dose HRS have been demonstrated to be regulated by the
‘early’ G2/M checkpoint.69 Meanwhile another study has shown that
Genistein can increase the radiosensivity of prostate cancer cells.70
The invention of pyroelectric X-ray generator technology using
pyroelectric crystals as an X-ray source has provided an avenue
for scientist to develop ultraportable, low-power X-ray sources
for use in research labs for imaging, materials analysis, and other
applications.41,42,44 High doses of low LET X-rays are known to cause
DNA double strand breaks that lead to cell damage and death. Effects
at low doses are usually difficult to quantify as many believes it may
be negligible at low doses or low dose rate of photon irradiation.48
Most studies condemning the beneficial effect of low dose radiation
had been a product of extrapolation from high doses and from atomic
bomb patients, which may not be truly representative of events in this
range of radiation exposure.71
Revolutionary studies done by some investigators have expanded
the knowledge bank of cellular and molecular events at low dose or
dose rate radiation exposure, in relations to characteristic phenomena
such as hormesis, low-dose hyper-radio sensitivity (LD-HRS),
genomic instability, adaptive responses, bystander effects, and
radio-resistance with subsequent higher doses of radiation in some
mammalian cells.35 Low doses of radiation have been found to exert
anti-oxidant properties by modulating the usual ROS favored redox
signaling for carcinogenesis, thereby leading to growth inhibition,
apoptosis and other forms of cell damage or deaths.72,73
The rapid development in cell and molecular biology has increased
the understanding of programmed cell death (apoptosis).74 Cell
killing through apoptosis is an early endpoint that could be easily
measured both in cells that had energy deposited in them and in their
neighbors.75,76 Elimination of cells by apoptosis can potentially result
in a decrease in damaged cells or transformed cells; resulting in a
protective effect.77 This observation is consistent with the results of
our study. The overall data indicate that prostate cancer cells are
susceptible to death by apoptosis in response to VLDR and Genistein.
Most of the cellular deaths observed in all the treatment groups were
apoptosis, as revealed by the Acridine orange/ Ethidium bromide
fluorescence assay, consistent with previous studies on Genistein.7,12,18
The data also demonstrated the synergism or potential benefit of
VLDR and Genistein to induce cytotoxicity, growth inhibition and
ultimately cell death by apoptosis. Our data also suggest that an
up regulation of anti-oxidant enzymes (SOD) and a drop in ROS
(superoxide ions) at very low dose of radiation (20mGy/hr) and/
or low dose concentrations of Genistein (10µM) exposure may be
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mechanistic in the cytotoxic effects, and the HRS and apoptotic cell
deaths. The detailed mechanism of growth inhibition and cytotoxicity
at combined VLDR and high doses of Genistein is under further
investigation.
Adaptive response indicates a survival advantage by cells after
exposure to very low doses of ionizing radiation 4-24hours prior to a
highly challenging dose of cell damaging agents.78‒80 Previous studies
have demonstrated that adaptive response to a subsequent high dose
challenge of cytotoxic drug 81 or ionizing radiation82,83 can be induced
by pretreatment with very low doses of ionizing radiation.78,84,85
Some investigators have reported variations in adaptive responses of
different cells following post-VLDR intervals ranging from 4-24hours
between priming and subsequent exposure to a higher dose of drug
or radiation. In the current study involving priming with VLDR and
subsequent Genistein treatments, we were able to demonstrate a time
and dose dependent adaptive response in LNCaP prostate cancer cells
by experimenting with intervals of the lower limit (4 hours) and the
upper limit (24hours).78,81,85
This study has pioneered the use of pyroelectrically generated
very low doses of X-ray radiation (generated from a non-radioactive
source-Pyroelectric crystal) in cancer therapy. At the 20mGy/hour
absorbed dose used for this study, the pyroelectric X-ray generator
was able to generate low LET X-rays at a dose rate of 0.3mGy/min
similar to ‘pulse reduced dose rate radiotherapy-when thermally
cycled. The overall data substantiate the potential chemopreventive/
chemotherapeutic efficacy of Genistein combination with
pyroelectrically generated radiation in human prostate cancer cell
lines. The study presents a novel approach to the enhancement/
augmentation of the phototherapeutic activities of Genistein Isoflavone
in prostate cancer cells. Low dose radiation properties such as hyperradio sensitivity (HRS) and adaptive responses were also observed in
this study. It is therefore conceivable that conducting more in-depth
studies to enhance HRS and to define adaptive responses in prostate
cancer cell lines could augment the potential benefits of radiationphytochemical combination regimen, to manage prostate cancer.

Conclusion
In conclusion, our study demonstrates that hormone dependent
prostate cancer cells exposed to single doses of very low dose
radiation (VLDR) are more radiosensitive than hormone independent
prostate cancer cells through a moderate elevation of the HRS. We also
observed an increase in adaptive response in the prostate cancer cells
especially LNCaP cells, when treatment with high doses of Genistein
Isoflavone was delayed up to 24hours following priming with VLDR.
This infers that time and dose ranges are major factors to consider
when combining both therapies. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first time that pyroelectrically generated X-rays are used to
induce and/or investigate cellular responses to VLDR in prostate
cancer cells. It is also the first study to investigate the synergistic
and/or enhancing effects of very low dose radiation (VLDR) therapy
on phytotherapeutic efficacy of Genistein Isoflavone in any human
tumor in vitro. The present study provides a rationale for further
studies in radiation-phytochemical combination regimen.
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